Sorel's "Le Pauvre genereux":
An Early Dramatic Narrative
by
Kristiaan P. Aercke
One of the most controversial and successful plays
produced on the stage of the H6tel de Bourgogne in the
early 17th century was Theophile de Viau's Pyrame et
Thisbe (1617; 1623), a tragedy with pastoral, tragicomic
and precious elements. Its success rested not only on the
criticism of paternal and royal authority, but also on a
detail of staging which apparently irked many 17thcentury commentators and d'Aubignac in particular. 1
Early in the second act, Pyrame and Thisbe are separated
by a garden wall which is said to extend from the rear to
the front of the stage (ILL 365-6). Although the tragic
heroes cannot see or touch one another, they converse
through a crack in this wall.
This unusual setting
contributed considerably to the reputation of the play.
In 1623, when Pyrame must have been still on the
playgoers' mind, Charles Sorel published his Nouvelles
frangoises. "Le Pauvre genereux," the first story of the
collection, combines the tragicomic mode with pastoral and
precious tones, and contains events quite comparable to
Pyrame. Elidore's brother Saint-Amour has promised his
sister's hand in marriage to the despicable, powerful Baron
d'Artigues. Elidore loves a commoner, Floran, who suffers
the hatred and persecution of the baron. At the end,
love's suffering and constancy are rewarded with marital
bliss. Floran himself characterizes the story in a dramatic
way when he says in the course of the "lovers' game"
which sets the plot in motion, "On m'avait donne par jeu
une qualite que je ne meritais pas...comme...un pauvre
Homme qui representeroit a une Tragedie le personnage
d'un Empereur" (18).2 Most relevant for this essay is,
again, a detail of staging:
Floran suffers a lengthy
imprisonment but can converse with Elidore...through a
crack in the prison door.
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The seemingly trivial recurrence of th crack in play
and nouvelle provides an excellent objective correlative for
a far less trivial process begun in the early 17th century:
French authors and some theoricians of prose fiction
turned to the poetic and praxis of the contemporaneous
theater to produce a nouveau roman distinct from the
dominant genre in prose fiction, i.e., the lengthy romans in
the "high" pastoral, chivalric or historical-adventure
modes. 3 Fiction of this type was determined by episodic
structures as well as by the in medias res-technique
(necessitating lengthy digressions and flash-backs) of the
epic poem.4 Both narrative techniques were considered
old-fashioned because their disregard of unified action and
the other unities hampered verisimilitude, which was the
single most important "modern" literary concern of the
time. Therefore, such lengthy romans were not really
respected as art by the modernists. Already in the first
third of the century, playwrights were promoting realism
and verisimilitude by means of (moderate) unities in
pastoral, tragic and soon also in comic drama, a process to
be codified by Pierre Corneille in his Trois Discours
(1660).5 Unlike for drama, however, genuinely innovating
poetica for prose fiction was not available for most of the
17th century. 6
The frame setting of Souhait's story
collection Histoires comiques (1612) in the Hotel de
Bourgogne was therefore particularly prophetic: 7 during
the next decades, prose fiction would indeed come to the
theater for technical instruction.
The cultural and philosophic atmosphere of the
Baroque encouraged artists to cross generic boundaries in
search of new techniques and solutions for such old
problems as verisimilitude and the representation of reality.
The eventual transfer of dramatic and stage-techniques to
fiction was perhaps facilitated by the fact that much of
then modern drama was highly narrative. Superficially,
the concrete impact of dramatic theory and theatrical
practise on much of 17th-century fiction is immediately
obvious. For example, the theoretical vocabulary of drama
is used in critical statements on fiction, such as prefaces.
Furthermore narrators occasionally refer to characters as
"actors," to setting as "scene," and to mood as "tragi-comic."
Typographically, too, there are correspondences: italics
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highlight names of speaking characters, and indented
margins indicate speech representation visually. Novelists
borrow from dramatists such themes as jealousy,
verisimilitude, love as amour de reconnaissance or
d'inclination. Plays and novels alike are primarily ecriture,
written texts, on which the sa/oM-culture often superimposes an oral recitation, parole. And of course, many
novelists began to write prose fiction after having written
for the theater. 8
In this essay, I will return to Sorel's "Le Pauvre
genereux" to discuss how the prose text absorbs some of
the new theatrical techniques to achieve forms of realism.
The most valuable dramatic notion incorporated by such
"modern" novelists as Sorel was discipline: the concern
with strict technical control over the medium. One needs
to realize that the distribution of monologic versus dialogic
speech, the mention of specific gestures by characters, the
representation of a well-outlined setting for the action, and
the selection of effects of light and sound, are adjusted to
the function of the individual scene in the whole of the
text, so as to achieve as economically as possible the best
result.
The effects thus sought are virtually always
dramatic immediacy and the suspension of disbelief.
II
The representation of setting in 17th-century fiction
generally followed the evolution of scenography and stage
design.9 The major scenographic development in the early
17 th century was surely the gradual replacement of the
"decor multiple" or "mansion" style of the mysteries by a
Baroque perspective stage, with the effect that a stagemovement "in depth" was gradually substituted for a
movement "in width."10
When Sorel published his
Nouvelles
frangoises,
however,
performances
still
proceeded in a non-illusionary movement from stage-left
to stage-right because of the continuing use of an adapted
mansion stage on which actors progressed procession-wise
from left to right. On such a stage, the mansions served as
sporadic and often incomplete indications of a locale, a
technique that has been compared to the "travelling mode"
of cinematography. 11 Scenery was almost abstract, for its
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function was to suggest rather than to represent. Thus the
particular acting technique allowed all attention to fall on
the actors, for it was the actor who moved and not the
scenery, unlike in later stage techniques. 12 According to
the "Memoire" of the stage-designer Mahelot, the
dominating decor style at the Hotel de Bourgogne in the
early 17th century was that of Serlio, who had enriched
the traditional Vitruvian distinction between the tragic,
comic and satiric scenes (Vitruvius, De architectura, 1st ct.
BC, tr. 1486; Serlio, De architettura, 1545, tr. 1547).13
Serlio's enrichments included a basic concept of
perspective, which became fairly standard in the
scenography at the H6tel in the third and fourth decades
of the century. A well-known passage in Rotrou's SaintGenest (1647; Il.i) testifies to the growing importance of
perspective in the representation of locale, but in the
1620s, perspective was not yet so common.
Unlike Sorel's Histoire comique de Francion (also 1623),
his "nouvelles francoises" are dramatically concentrated;
they have a single plot line and are not subjected to the
tyranny of episodic structure and narrative intercalation.
Sorel's manipulation of setting contributed significantly to
the dramatic effect.
His technique of "showing" wellrounded fragments of action in clearly delineated settings
suggests that he was intent on giving the reader vivid
spectacles within the narrative—not once, but continually.
Changes in setting are fast. Practically all the events are
set in and around the mansion of Elidore's brother SaintAmour. Scenes take place both inside and outdoors; for
the latter, the narrator hints at a distant prospect of
Toulouse in the background. The settings can be listed
exhaustively; most of them recur, some up to five times;
they are invariably simple and devoid of superfluous
detail--like the available decore and "sets" at the Hotel de
Bourgogne:
the mansion of Saint-Amour; a sparsely
furnished drawing room; a road with view of the mansion;
another interior, with stairs to Elidore's room; the entrance
to the cellar, a gate, a graveyard; a subterranean corridor
with cellars; a cell; the park of the mansion ("satiric"
decor), with a view of gardens; a staircase (with mural
paintings) leading to the subterranean corridor; fields in
the vicinity of the mansion; and finally, again the prospect
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of Toulouse. The same road recurs often, but each time a
different element is revealed--a technique corresponding
to the so-called "discovered compartments" on stage.14
Not only is the number of decors limited, they are also
taken from a limited geographical expanse. This economy
corresponds with the tightness of the plot (105 pages). The
fast changes of setting convey an impression of briskness
and movement. Second, the choice of decors corresponds
to that used at the Hotel: for a "tragicomic" nouvelle (in
which the ending is happy and the characters are of
mediocre status), the choice of a mansion with simple
interiors, of outdoor scenery with park and cavern-like
cellar, of outlying fields, corresponds exactly to the
propositions of Vitruvius and Serlio for the tragicomic and
the satiric-pastoral stage. 15 It is interesting that Sorel
opted for a cellar to situate a prison, according to Serlio's
suggestion; the subterranean element adds a touch of gloom
and was actually a theatrical convention. Third, no details
are ever provided for any of the settings except when
absolutely necessary for the mechanics of the action.
Thus, the crack or hole in the prison-door is not only used
for communication, but also to pass food--a detail that
would have received due consideration on stage. Fourth,
Sorel always indicates a change of setting in his text and
has it coincide with the exit or entrance of a character—as
on the theatrical stage. Moreover, Sorel indicates a form
of theatre superieur, as many stairs are mentioned and
climbed. It is clear that most settings listed still symbolize
rather than constitute locale, and it is also obvious that
there is no question yet of a practical perspective other
than that of the primitive painted backcloth-type. But if
one only considers the technique of practical storyplanning in an environment, Sorel's achievement in the
nouvelle is far superior to, say, L'Histoire comique de
Francion. Action in "Le Pauvre genereux" is continuous,
and every fragment is logically executed with a dramatic
system of scenography in mind.
In "Le Pauvre genereux," Sorel conveys most of the
mood and emotion by means of direct speech
representation along the lines of the customary procedures
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of the French tragic and tragi-comic theater. Before 1650,
the Baroque interpretation of language as coded artifact
was reinforced by the tendency of playwrights and
novelists to manipulate speech so that words create,
distinguish among, or destroy characters (the fanfaron, the
confidante, the successful vs. the unsuccessful lover, the
monomaniac...). Crucial in these procedures was the code
of monologic speech.
Basically, a dramatic monologue or soliloquy can be
defined as the expression of a sentiment. The speaker
considers himself or herself temporarily free from certain
bienseances and thus able to communicate emotions to
himself or herself and to an audience. 16 The early 17thcentury French theater often indulged in forms of
monologic speech, favoring especially quasi-lyrical modes
such as the stance.17 The slow rhythm of the alexandrine
was particularly helpful in rendering the wise deliberations
or the outpourings of grief in tragedy more naturally.
Overheard monologues (which provide a hidden listener
with information) were important especially in the early
part of the century; often at odds with verisimilitude, the
type was gradually abandoned. The same happened to
narrative "recits," which, among others, D'Aubignac
{Pratique du Theatre, IV. 1) and Sorel (De la connaissance
des bons livres) rejected as merely decorative and antidramatic digressions. In fact, monologues of any type held
out until fairly late in the century only in the decorum of
tragedy; in comedy, they were occasionally retained for
purposes of parody or fun (e.g. in Tartuffe).
The new
sobriety regarding monologic speech on the stage, codified
by Corneille's Trois Discours (1660), was obviously also
adopted by authors of prose fiction, who allowed the
monologic voice of the "I" to wane in the course of the
century. 18 Whereas "I"- and "autobiographical" narration
by individual characters was a very significant feature
early in the century (in the "high" novel L'Astree as well as
in the comical-satirical realistic novels such as L'Histoire
comique de Francion), narrative prose that purported to be
verisimilar was dominated in the latter decades by external
witnesses and by dialogic or indirect speech representation:
"la plupart des romanciers s'ingenient a eluder le je que le
systeme d'assertions qu'ils pratiquent semble pourtant leur
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prescrire." 19 The narrator of La Princesse de Cleves, for
example, is an omniscient "he" or "she" instead of an "I."
Sorel's "nouvelles francoises" are particularly interesting
because they already anticipate this future concern with
dialogic and indirect representation while exploiting at the
same time to the fullest the possibilities of the
contemporaneous taste for tragic monologue in carefully
selected scenes with superb tragic potential.
In "Le Pauvre genereux," Sorel manipulates monologic
direct speech to highlight scenes with dramatic potential.
There are six lyrical monologic speeches (soliloquies, to be
precise) in the nouvelle: Elidore has three, Floran two, the
narrator one. Monologic speech thus amounts to 5.5% of
the length of the text, which is very economical for the
period. 20 The soliloquies are relatively brief (between 16
and 40 lines), situated in a well-defined setting and
highlighted by theatrical gesticulation. They belong to
dramatic types: there are no fewer than four plaintes and
one deliberation.
Elidore speaks the first soliloquy in her room (34-35).
In despair and rage she acts out the classical motions of
tragic grief, pulling her hair, beating her breast, tearing
her clothes. She assumes that Floran has been murdered,
and her speech therefore opens with a tragic invocation, "O
Ciel!"; it is inserted between the supposed slaying of her
lover and the burial of an unidentified corpse.
The
primary function of the speech is to link these two scenes-a function familiar from the stage {liaison de scenes); its
second purpose is psychological: by voicing her grief,
Elidore will hopefully regain her composure, for ideally,
soliloquy generates order and mental peace.
Elidore's
soliloquy is introspective as well as expository: she states
the reason for her grief and then reveals her socially
unacceptable passion for the poor Floran. Since the reader
already knows this, the soliloquy must be read mainly as a
lyrical outburst; it certainly has the "stuff of a lyrical
outpouring of emotion and sentiment. But like any truly
lyrical expression, the form is very controlled. The highly
stylized nature of the speech becomes apparent only when
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one reads it aloud—as the 17th-century readers of the text
might very well have done (34-5).
Elidore's speech sounds different from the surrounding
narrative; it has a clear rhythm, even scansion. Like
alexandrines, each sentence is lifted up in the middle by a
point of tension. Four times she addresses Heaven—thrice
already in the course of the first four sentences. In each
sentence she chants the same information but in different
terms and i n , a different voice: first, she emphasizes
plosives, then fricatives, and finally, sibilants.
More
importantly, reading and rereading her soliloquy aloud
brings out for the enjoyment of the ear a rhyme pattern,
invisible to the eye, that winds itself through and around
her sentences: "reprocher - cruaute - priver - l'annee ramene - treuve - passez; vie - servy - ravy - party."
Elidore's choice of words is also decidedly precious; a
corpse is "un tronc inutile," and she uses such expressions
as "Fheur ... ma este ravy" and "un si cher objet." Just like
the first, her second soliloquy is a platnte, spoken at night
at the grave which (Elidore thinks) contains the body of
Floran. Elidore opens with "Helas!" and interrups her
speech in the middle for tragic gesticulation. On her knees
she crawls back and forth and sheds many tears; then she
collapses on the grave, kisses the earth, and utters, again,
"une infinite de plaintes" (38-40). This time her speech is
even more lyrical and precious: Floran's corpse is "le
sejour de la plus belle ame du monde," and, in a poetic
parallel, she wishes to bury it in "le plus beau lieu de la
terre."
Again the soliloquy appears infinitely more
powerful when read aloud, because of a strong internal
rhyme: "tort...beau corps," "Capitaine Romain," "un demyDieu, dont les yeux," "souffrir pour te punir," "barbare ...
regard," " l'espee ne t'est pas tombee," "meschant... Floran,"
etc. Most of the sentences are lifted up in the middle by a
caesura. Her lament develops a Baroque expanding conceit
worthy of Crashaw, in which she accuses the grave of
cannibalism (it has devoured Floran) and demands the
remains back so that she can eat them herself. Her body
then would be the grave for his body and soul. At this
point, Elidore actually tries to dig up the corpse with her
nails. All this is surely very theatrical.
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The third soliloquy goes to Floran (55-56), who is
probably less lyrically articulate for the sake of
verisimilitude: the register and diction of a male and a
commoner might be expected to be more matter-of-fact
than those of the slightly hysterical Elidore.
Floran,
speaking "langoureusement" in his prison, is unaware that
Elidore--to whom the introductory apostrophic questions
of his lament are addressed—is actually listening (through
a crack) on the other side of the door.
Interestingly
enough, we, too, hear rather than see Floran, for we are on
Elidore's side of the door.
This staging provides a
dramatic, perhaps unintentionally comic effect.21 Floran's
speech leaves an impression of artifice, because he does
not speak spontaneously in a moment of great passion—
unlike Elidore or a genuine soliloquizer would.
One can count about twice as much dialogue as
monologue in "Le Pauvre genereux," about 10% of the text.
Very often the dialogue is combined with indirect speech-but never with monologue, which confirms the unique
position of the latter among the forms of speech
representation. Also unlike monologue, dialogue is not
reserved for the two protagonists—another indication of its
"lesser" rank. Dialogues between the protagonists are rare
(only three cases)—which seems logical, given the fact that
they are separated for the greater part of the story. But
obviously dialogue is very important to drama. Aristotle
said as much in Poetics:
For what were the business of a speaker, if the
thought were revealed quite apart from what he
says?
and defined dialogue as one of the two essential elements
of
the controversial
"mixed manner" of
poetic
representation, i.e., imitation partly by narration and partly
by dramatic dialogue. 22
Dialogue actually occupies an
uneasy position in between mimesis and diegesis, between
drama and narrative—which accounts probably for its early
classification as a quasi-independent genre. One directly
relevant implication of this development for the present
study is the fact that the enormous potential of dialogue
for realism and verisimilitude was not really understood or
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exploited in early fiction, since it was readily assumed that
literary dialogue was either always philosophic in content
or else one of the vehicles of drama. According to the
former interpretation, dialogue constitutes the imitation of
reasoning, which is also, however, one of the activities of
Man and therefore a fit subject for dramatic mimesis;
according to the latter interpretation, dialogue as vehicle
for drama consists of speech acts. 23 In either case it is
understood that the language is not spontaneous and that
the responses are carefully orchestrated and stylized. In
the vast majority of 17th-century novels, the same views
toward dialogue are implicit. Neither in fiction nor on the
theatrical stage was dialogue intended to represent an
ordinary conversation; consequently, conversations do not
drag as they do in real life, silences are to be justified,
sudden jumps in the theme or repetitions to assist
distracted interlocutors are not allowed. The novelist has
even less freedom than the dramatist: whereas the latter
can ignore the non-participating auditor/reader, the former
must for clarity's sake lard his speech representation with
such indications as "dit-elle," thus establishing a certain
complot or confidence between narrator and reader that
does not readily exist in classical theatrical dialogue.
Certain 17th-century novelists were interested in
maintaining in their fiction this greater degree of
"hypocrisy" of stage dialogue--the latter can indeed be
described as such because speaking characters in a stage
dialogue are in reality addressing the same party which
they pretend to ignore. 24
(Ironically enough, this
hypocrisy is associated by the theorists of drama with
verisimilitude.) Thus novelists like Madeleine de Scudery,
Mme de Lafayette, Aphra Behn in England--and much
earlier already Sorel, for example in "Le Pauvre genereux,"
tried to develop systems to reduce the prominence of
speech markers. Among their experiments are dialogic
structures that can be described as something in between
monologue-dominated dialogue and interior monologue, as
well as a very unstable form of speech representation based
on frequent and at times seemingly unjustified switches
from monologue to dialogue to indirect speech and back,
in several combinations.
Perhaps this phenomenon is
merely an example of Baroque instability, its mobility,
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Tunite mouvante d'une ensemble multiforme en voie de
metamorphose."25 Or it can be attributed to the desire for
ostentation that invariably comes through when the
monologic voice takes over from dialogue within the same
situation of discourse.
In the case of "Le Pauvre
genereux," the narrator's impatience to get away from
speech representation in the character's own voice to a
presentation in which his own voice dominates is obvious
in the standard technique of introducing and/or continuing
such a "dialogue." The narrator will usually take the
initiative and open in indirect speech, then allow the
characters to exchange a few lines, and then he picks up
the scene again in indirect speech, or else breaks it off the
scene (e.g. 60-61, 96-97). Strangely enough, this narrative
technique to remain completely in control (diegesis) often
produces the effect that the characters are "acting" a scene
and speaking on cue (mimesis). This mixed technique
remained a prominent feature of French prose fiction until
the closing decades of the century.
Another frequent feature of such Baroque dialogue is
its apparent artificiality, often stemming from its
composition as a string of monologic units which do not
seem to come from the speakers themselves but rather
from a narrator who orchestrates the characters' discourse
just as Moliere and Lully would organize a ballet.
Conversation, it seems, often amounts to an exchange of
maxims—that
favorite
17th-century
genre--which
contributes to the overall impression that such participants
in dialogic discourse are actually acting. In the first half
of the century, playwrights and novelists alike remained
hesitant about having their characters engage in genuinely
"verisimilar" dialogic discourse. The nouvelle in question
boasts only one instance of a sustained dialogue in which
the speakers listen to one another and appear genuinely
interested or surprized (69-72). In all other cases the
situation is merely potentially dialogic:
interlocutors
address one another in monologic style (e.g. 19). Partners
in such dialogic discourse have perfect memories and
anticipate speeches that have not yet been pronounced.
The result is that they seem to respond on cues, and react
with appropriate inflection and diction. Such sanitized
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dialogic discourse is in fact a series of one-way
encounters, in which the dialogue is merely potentially
present.
In the critical examination of printed play-texts, the
"conditions of performance" provided by the playwrightauthor-editor are often not seriously considered; such
conditions include the use of stage directions, effects of
sound and light, casting, the use of properties, and
indications of dress and costume. Yet, these elements
constitute a kind of "subtext," a perspective that can help
the reader understand the total effect.
Properties, for
example, act as plot agents or as symbols; specific sounds
are charged with connotation; light effects establish moods;
and costume constitutes a code. 26 Very similar conditions
of performance are often present as a subtext in 17thcentury narrative, for the purpose of promoting
verisimilitude by assisting the reader in visualizing
mentally what is happening. The printed text is a tool
toward mental performance, or it seems designed to assist a
director in staging the play, and one might argue that the
reader's perception of the text as "theatrical" may well be
largely the result of the author's manipulation of the
"conditions of performance" mentioned.
It is generally (but not always correctly) assumed that
many early 17th-century playwrights were not really
interested in problems of "mise-en-scene." 27
I have
already referred to the narrative tendency of much drama
in this period; also, the concrete arrangements of characters
moving on a stage were obviously determined by the
conditions of the stage itself, which were often far from
ideal. In France at least, the mansion stage in the first
decades of the century severely limited the possibilities of
scenic arrangements. More complex scenes had to wait
until the modern concept of the curtain was firmly
established and the booth-like mansions had been
abolished. Especially in the first decades, printed stage
directions are rather rare in French plays, even more so
than in English texts. From the late 1630s and throughout
the 1640s, the insistence on the unities—and especially on
the "liaison des scenes"—resulted in many, often facile,
implied stage directions: references to a character who is
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either leaving or entering the stage (thus indicating a new
scene), or references to sounds heard offstage. Indications
of character gesticulation remain exceedingly rare
throughout the century, although they can at times be
retrieved from the character's words. In fact, little is
known about the rhetoric of diction and gesture on the
17th-century stage. 28
In accordance with contemporaneous theatrical custom,
only very few highly selective indications of character
movement or gesticulation are expressed explicitly in
Sorel's text. These references can be reduced to the types
that we find in printed plays:
deictic indications,
references to "conscious performance," and references to
"spontaneous performance." The first type makes up half
of the total. So it is said, for example, that Floran takes
Elidore by the arm in order to lead her away from her
brother (18), that Elidore hands a letter to a servant who
will bring it to her brother (82), that the latter takes
Elidore aside after dinner in order to interrogate her (834). For everyone who tries to get a story told, the choice
of gestures or movements to express is far from trivial,
because obviously the vast majority of such gestures must
be ignored.
Sorel's choice is that of the playwright:
emphasized gestures must have a symbolic function. The
relationship between Elidore and her brother, for example,
is an ambivalent one, and the reader's interpretation of
their antagonism is enhanced by the visually presented
distance between them. Thus a subtext of gesture or
movement-rhetoric is provided for readers who are trained
to pick up such selected references in the course of the
narrative. The early novelists seem to have provided such
a training in the texts themselves, moving from more
explicit to more subtle references. None of the three
deictic indications mentioned are necessary for plot
purposes; yet the narrator sees fit to draw attention to
physical movement in order to enhance the theme. In its
context, Floran's "grande reverence" for the Baron becomes
an expression of ironic contempt (15). Floran, engrossed
in the game of the "parfaits amants" with which the novel
begins, goes down on his knees "devant son Amante" and
"luy baisa la main" (11).
In such cases, the "acting"
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character faces an audience and emphasizes the artificiality
of the situation. When the character is alone or is unaware
of being observed, his or her histrionic behavior is less
fraught with irony but not less "theatrical:" blushing,
Elidore "baissa la veue en terre" after Floran's sincere lovedeclaration (19); in tragic grief, Elidore almost despoils a
grave (34-40); in ecstacy, Elidore hugs Floran (75). Thus
are the extremes of passion presented in purely external,
visual fashion; our interpretation of these gestures as
"theatrical" is determined by our familiarity with the
visible expression of such emotions on the (tragic) stage or
in printed stage directions. Not until the 1660s would
novelists develop such emotional states by means of
internal, mental conventions such as indirect speech, or
representation of thought. It is therefore ironic (but very
typical for early prose fiction) that Sorel renders the most
spontaneous feelings and gesticulation most emphatically in
ritualistic theatrical ways and presents Elidore's private life
in formalized fashion, as if it were public and part of a
rite.
In the early 17th century, properties were usually
simple and realistic.
Often, the actors would supply
objects themselves, although more expensive items were
occasionally introduced (such as real grapes for Ryer's Les
Vendanges de Suresnes, 1633). The use of properties was
generally determined by the plot: the more tragic the play,
the simpler the properties and the greater their symbolic
value. In such "high-mimetic" modes as tragedy, Man is
presented as superior in quality to the material
environment and can afford either to neglect the use-value
of objects or to attach a symbolic exchange-value to them
(thus "humanizing" them).
Hence the absence or the
stylized introduction of highly connotative objects from
daily life (swords, baskets, drapes, fauteuils) in tragedy. 29
Correspondingly, Sorel scarcely uses props in "Le Pauvre
genereux." The most startling prop is surely a corpse
leaning against a tree; its clothes contribute significantly to
the evil plot against Floran; otherwise, the "stage" remains
bare. Early "realistic" novelists generally either do not yet
recognize the possibilities of description, or, if they do,
ignore them because static narrative description potentially
renders a story undramatic. Later in the century, the
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tendency of the voluminous unrealistic epic-, historical, or
adventure -romans to overindulge in material description
and decoration was criticized (e.g. by Scarron in the
Roman comique, 1651-57) because such romans inverted
the (traditionally dramatic) hierarchical relationship
between plot or character (essence) and property or setting
(attribute).
Dress, too, is important in the subtext of performance
in 17th-century fiction. On the early stage of the Hotel de
Bourgogne, clothes had symbolic properties.
It is not
different in Sorel's text. Changes in a character's dress do
not so much denote a corresponding change in the
character as the fact that the social perception of that
character was subject to reconsideration. Floran provides
an obvious example. Since he is a commoner at the
beginning of the story, his dress is not worth mentioning,
for a commoner's clothes are by definition inconspicuous.
For the greater part of the story, Floran is locked away
and thus invisible. Significantly enough, the jealous Baron
has stripped Floran, leaving him in his calecon and thus
without identity and unable to face the world. When
Floran has acquired money and fame, he immediately dons
a rich and elaborate attire so that Elidore's class-conscious
brother can accept him.
The point is that, although
Floran's character has not changed, his appearance has. To
the spectator, dress alone constitutes identity: whoever
meets Floran now is impressed with him because of his
new suit. In the course of the story, Floran has earned the
right to dress according to the noble code, because he has
demonstrated his natural nobility. The only character not
deceived by Floran's original, humble attire was Elidore—
which renders her worthy of his love.
This coded
interpretation of dress is one of the commonplaces
associated with the 17th century in general and with the
Baroque in particular; as such it was exploited on the stage
(for example in the escape-disguise motif, of which an
instance occurs also in the nouvelle).
Finally, effects of sound and light effects contribute
significantly to the performance of a play, and they are
usually the most neglected elements in the activity of play-
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reading. In "Le Pauvre genereux," Sorel uses sound levels
to distinguish carefully between intimate speech and public
conversation. Private discourse in a large group is carried
on in whisper tones, while general conversation is always
loud. Not the distinction itself is so remarkable as, again,
the fact that the narrator is so emphatic about it and,
rather naively, wants the reader to take note of it. Sound
levels are also presented as elements of the subtext of
performance because genuine "observation" in this Baroque
setting of appearance-versus-reality occurs through aural
rather than visual means. Elidore who enters the dark
cellar is dramatically guided to Floran's cell by the sound
of his voice (55ff). In the darkness, truth becomes thus
"visible" by means of whispered conversation and
overhearing. Another instance of "psychological sound"
occurs later in the story, when Elidore becomes hysterical
at the noise that accompanies the man-hunt for Floran
(93). The most haunting scenes are set in clair-obscur (e.g.
Elidore's lament on the grave, and the conversation in
prison). Sound and light are sparingly used to achieve
moods, to highlight emotions—just as they would be on the
theatrical stage.
True to Horace's adage, that,
action is either performed on the stage, or its
performance is narrated.
What finds entrance
through the ear stirs the mind less actively than
what is submitted to the eyes which we cannot
doubt, and what the spectator can vouch for to
himself,30
Sorel constructed "Le Pauvre genereux" for purposes of
verisimilitude according to a recognizably dramatic inner
design. Because of its attempted "realistic" settings, its
discriminate use of forms of theatrical speech, and its
visual-aural rhetoric provided by a subtext
of
performance, this nouvelle anticipates considerably the
most successful--i.e., the best surviving--form of 17thcentury prose fiction: the realistic-psychological single-
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volume novel, of which La Princesse de Cleves is often
incorrectly considered the predecessor.
University of Wisconsin-Madison
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